In 1923, Amelia became the sixteenth woman to receive a pilot’s license. She set many aviation records including becoming the first woman to fly across the Atlantic Ocean. Amelia was the first woman and one of the few civilians to earn an Air Force Distinguished Flying Cross. Although she referred to herself as “AE,” Amelia became known as “Lady Lindy.” She worked as a telephone operator, tutor, fashion designer, and writer. In 1932, Amelia developed an aviation-inspired fashion line that was advertised in Vogue magazine.

Amelia Earhart is celebrated for her courage, vision, and groundbreaking achievements, in aviation and for women.

- In 1923, Amelia became the sixteenth woman to receive a pilot’s license.
- She set many aviation records including becoming the first woman to fly across the Atlantic Ocean.
- Amelia was the first woman and one of the few civilians to earn an Air Force Distinguished Flying Cross.
- Although she referred to herself as “AE,” Amelia became known as “Lady Lindy.”
- She worked as a telephone operator, tutor, fashion designer, and writer.
- In 1932, Amelia developed an aviation-inspired fashion line that was advertised in Vogue magazine.

Before becoming a pilot, Amelia worked as a nurse’s aid during WWI and then as a social worker in Boston.

**fun fact**

Before becoming a pilot, Amelia worked as a nurse’s aid during WWI and then as a social worker in Boston.

CIRCLE THE WORDS THAT DESCRIBE AMELIA AS A ROLE MODEL

- brave
- strong
- adventurous
- independent
- creative
- pioneer
- pilot
- talented
- outspoken
- risk-taker
- motivated
- confident
- courageous
- kind
- driven
- daring

“Adventure is worthwhile in itself.”

Barbie celebrates role models.
The stars seemed near enough to touch and never before have I seen so many.

fun fact
During her flights, Amelia often ate chocolate squares, hard-boiled eggs and raisins.

Color in the map and connect the dots to learn Amelia’s flight path.

AMELIA FLEW ACROSS THE WORLD

Design Your Own Plane

The stars seemed near enough to touch and never before have I seen so many.